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stances, especially the prevailing cultural traclitions, in tlctcrrrrining
the early development of children: for example, that an Oldipus
complex can develop only in a patriarchal society, and so on.
That they extensively affect the external form assumed in later lifc
by the individual's peculiarities is evident enough, but I have yet
to be shown how their influence is supposed to penetrate to the
entirely unconscious phantasies of the infant on which so much
of its future nature will depend. No, I think the future will show
that psycho-analysis can contribute more to sociology than sociology
to psycho-analysis.

Elsrro,
Mrprrunsr.

Septenber, 1948.
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THE PHALLIC PHASE 4r,

CHAPTER XXVI

THE PHALLIC PHASE I

Ir one studies closely the many important contributions made in the
past ten years, particularly by women analysts, to the admittedly
obscure problems relating to the early development of femall
sexuality one perceives an unmistakable disharmony among the
various writers, and this is beginning to show also in the field of
marle sexuality. Most of these writers have been laudably concerned
to lay stress on the points of agreement with their colleagues, so that
the tendency to divergence of opinion has not always iotn. to full
expression. It is my pu{pose here to investigate it unresewedly in
the hope of crystallising it. If there is confusion it is desirable to
clear it-up; if there is a- divergence of opinion we should, by.defining
it, be able to set ourselves interesting questions for furthei research.

. fgl this puqpose I will select the theme of the phallic phase. It
is fairly circumscribed, but we shall see that it ramfues into most of
the deeper and unsolved problems. In a. paper read before the
Irygbruck congress in r9z7,2I put forward the suggestion that the
phallic phase in the development of female sexuality represenred a
secondary solution of psychical conflict, of a defensiv. nr,iur. , tather
9"r a simple and direct developmental process; last year professor
Freud3 declared this suggestion to be quite untenabie. Already at
that time I had in mind similar doubts about the phallic phase irthe
male also, but did not discuss them since my paper was concerned
purely with female sexuality; recently Dr. Horneya has voiced
scepticism about the validity of the concept of the male phallic
phase, and I willtake this opportunity to cornment on the arguments
she has advanced.

1 Read in brid before the Twelfth_ 
-International 

Psycho-Analytical Congress,
\Tiesbaden, September 4,,r9l,2, and in full before the British Psycho-Analytical Sfii"ty,
O.ctoler 19 and Novembet z, rgrz. Published in the lrtern)fional Joinal of psycio-
Analysis, vol. xiv., 1933.

2 Chapter xxv.
3 Freud,'Female sexuality,' International Jonnal of pqtcho-Anafisis, 1932, vol. xiii.,

p, 297.
t K"t-tt !9rney, 'The Dread of Ifomen,' International Joarnal of Pslcho-Analysit,

r93r,  vol .  x i i i . ,  p.  3y3.

+52

I will first remind you that in Freud'sl description of the phallic
phase the essential feature common to both sexes was the belief
that only one kind of genital organ exists in the world-a male one.
According to Freud, the reason for this belief is simplythat the female
organ has at this age not yet been discovered by either sex: human
beings are thus divided, not into those possessing a maJe organ and
thosJ possessin g a female ofgan, but into those who possess a penis
and those who do not: there is the penis-possessing class and the

castrated class. A boy begins by believing that everyore belongs to
the former class, and only as his fears get afoused does he begin to

suspect the existence of the latter class. A gid takes the same view,
save that hete one should use the cotresponding phrase, 'clitotis-
possessing class '; and only after comparing her own with the male
genital does she form a conception of a mutilated class, to which
rh" b.lottgt. Both sexes sttive against accepting the belief in the

second clais, and both for the same feason-namely, from a wish to
disbelieve in the supposed reality of'castration. This picture as

sketched by Freud is familiaf to you all, and the readily available
facts of obsenration from which it is drawn have been confirmed
ovef and over again. The inte{pfetation of the facts, however, is

of course another matter and is not so easy.
I would now call your attention to a considetation which is

implied in Freud's account, but which needs further emphasis for the

sake of cladty. It is that there would 
^ppear 

to be two distinct stages
in the phallic phase. Freud would, I know, apply the samg !erm,
' phaili- phase,'to both, and so has not explicitly subdivided them.

The firsi of the fwo-let us call it the proto-pltallic phase-would
be marked by innocence or ignor nce-at least in consciousness-
where there is no conflict over the matter in question, it being con-
fidently assumed by the child that the rest of the world is built like
itself and has a satisfactory male organ-penis or clitoris, as the case
may be. In the second or deutero-phallic phase there is a dawning
suspicion that the world is divided into two classes: not male and

female in the proper sense, but penis-possessing and castrated
(though actually the fwo classifications ovedap prctty closely). The
deuteio-phallic phase would a1pea;r to be morc neurotic than the
proto-ph"llic-at lcast in this particular context. For it is associated
with anxiety, conflict, striving against accePting what is felt to be

1 Freud, 'Thc Infantile Genital ()rganisation of the Libido,' ' Collccted Papcrs'

(Intemationd Psycho-Analytical Library, $24), vol. ii., P. 24r.
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teality-i.e., c sttatioo-and over-compensatory emphasis on the
narcissistic value of the penis on the boy's side with a mingled hopc
and despair on the girl's.

It is plain that the difference between the two phases is marked
by the idea of castration, which according to Freud is bound up in
both sexes with actual observation of the anatomical sex differenccs.
As is well known, he is of opinionl that the fear or thought of being
castrated has a weakening effect on the masculine impulses with both
sexes. He considers that with the boy it drives him away from the
mother and strengthens the phallic and homosexual attitude-/r.,
that the boy surrenders some of his incestuous heterosexuality to
save his penis; whereas wjth the girl it has the more fortunatc
opposite effect of impelling her into 

^ 
feminine, heterosexual

attitude. According to this view, therefore, the castration complex
weakens the boy's CEdipus relationship and strengthens the girl's;
it drives the boy into the deutero-phallic phase, while-after a
temporary prot€st on that level-it drives the girl out of the deutero-
phallic phase.

As the development of the boy is supposed to be better under-
stood, and is perhaps the simpler of the two, I will begin with it.
Sfe are all familiar with the narcissistic quality of the phallic phase
here, which Freud says reaches its maximum about the age of four,
though it is certainly manifest long before this;2 I am speaking
particularly of the deutero-phallic phase. There are two outstanding
differences between it and the eadier stages: (r) It is less sadistic, the
main relic of this being a tendency to omnipotence phantasies; and
(z)-it is more self-centred, the chief allo-erotic attribute still remaining
being its exhibitionistic aspect. It is thus less aggressive and less
related to other people, notably to women. How has this change
been brought about ? It would seem to be change in the direction of
phantasy and away from the real wodd of contact with other human
beings. If so, this would in itself justify a suspicion that there is a
flight element present, and that we have not to do simply with

^ 
nafitr l evolution towards greater. rcality and a more developed

adjustment.
I Freud, ' Some Psychological Consequences of the Anatomical Distinction between

the Sexes,' Irterrutioral Jourrcl of Pslcho-Anallsit, 1927, vol. viii., pp. r)r, r4r.
I When this papcr was read before the British Psycho-Analytical Society thrco

child analysts (Melanie Klein, Melitta Schmidcberg and Nina Sead) gave it as thcir
experiencc that ttaces of thc dentero-phallic phase can be detected before the cnd of tbo
6tst vear.
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This suspicion is very evidently borne out in one set of circum-
stances-namely, when the phallic phase persists into adult life. In
applying the psycho-analytic microscoPe to investigate a difficult
problem we may make use of the familiar magnification afforded by
neurosis and perversion. Elucidation of the operative factors there
gives us pointefs to direct our attention in examining the so-called
normal; as will be remembered, this was the path Freud followed to
reach in general the infantile sexuality of the normal. Now with
these adult cases it is quite easy to ascertain the presence of secondary
factofs in the sexual life, factors particulaily of fear and guilt. The
type I have specially in mind is that of the rnan, frequently hyPo-
chondriacal, who is concerned with the size and quality of his penis
(or its symbolic substitutes) and who shows only feeble impulses
towatds 'women, with in particulat a notably weak, or even non-
existent, impulse towards penetration; narcissism, exhibitionism (or
undue modesfy), mastutbation and a varying degree of homosexu-
altry ate common accompanying features. In analysis it is easily
seen that all these inhibitions are repressions or defences motivated
by deep anxiety; the nature of the anxiety I shall discuss Pfesently.

Having ouf eyes sharpened by such experiences to the secondary
nature of narcissistic phallicism, we m y now turn to similar
attitudes in boyhood-I am agun referring to the deutero-phallic
phase and in pronounced examples-and I maintain that we find
there ample evidence to come to a similar conclusion. To begin
with, the picture is essentially the same. There is the narcissistic
concenftation on the penis, with doubts of uncertainties about its
size and quality. Under the heading of ' Secondary Reinforcement
of Penis-Fride,' Melanie Kleinl has in her recent book discussed at
length the value of the penis to the boy in mastering deep anxieties
from various sources, and she maintains that the narcissistic
exaggefation of phatlicism-i.e., the phallic phase, although she
doei-not use thai term in this connection-is due to the need of
coping with specially large amounts of anxiety.

It is noteworthy how much of the boy's sexual curiosity of this
period, to which Freud2 called special attention in his original PaPer
on the subject, is taken uP, not with interest in females, but with
comparisons between himself and other males. This is in accord with

1 Melanie Klein, ' The Psycho-Analysis of Childrcn ' (Intern.lt ional Psycho-Analytical

Library, rgtz), p, t4r.
r Freud, ' Thc Infantile,' etc., op, tit., P, 246.
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thc sttiking absence of the impulse towards penetration, an impulse
which would logically lead to curiosity and search fot its comple-
ment. Karen Horneyr has rightly called special attention to this
featurc of inhibited penetration, and as the impulse to penetrate is
without doubt the main characteristic of penis functioning it is
sutely remarkable that just where the idea of the penis dominates
the picture its own most salient characteristic should be absent. I
do not for a moment believe that this is because the characteristic
in question has not yet been developed, a tetardation due pethaps to
simple ignorance of a vaginal counteqpart. On the contrary, in
carlier stages-as child analysts in particulat have shown-there is
ample evidence of sadistic penetrating tendencies in the phantasies,
games and other activities of the male infant. And I quite agree with
Karen Horney2 in her conclusion that 'the undiscovered vagina is
a denied vagina.' I cannot resist compadng this supposed ignorance
of the vagira with the curtent ethnological myth that savages are
ignorant of the connection between coitus and fertilisation. In both
cases they know, but do not know that they know. In other'*iords,
there is knowledge, but it is uncorscioas knowledge-revealed in
countless symbolic ways. The conscious ignorance is like the
'innocence' of young women-which still persists even in these
enlightened days; it is merely unsanctioned or dreaded knowledge,
and it therefore remains unconscious.

Actual analysis in adult life of the memories of the phallic stage
yields results that coincide with the state of aflairs whete the phallic
stage has persisted into adult life, as mentioned above, and also
with the results obtained from child analysiss during the phallic
stage itself. They ate, as Freud first pointed out, that the narcissistic
concentration on the penis goes hand in hand with dread of the
female genital. It is also generally agreed that the former is secondary
to the latter, ot at all events to the fear of castration. It is not hard
to see, further, that these two fears-of the female genital and of
castration-stand in a specially close telationship to each other, and
that no solution of the present group of problems can be satisfactoty
which does not throw light on both.

Freud himself does not use the word 'anxiety ' in regard to the
female genital, but speaks of 'horror' (Abscbeu) of it. The wotd

r Karen Horncy, ' Thc Dread,' etc., 4t. cit., pp. 3tt, ,t4.

' Ibid., p. , t 8.
I Sec in particular Mclanie Klein, 'Thc Psycho-Analysis of Childrcn.'
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'horror ' is desctiptive, but it implies an eadier dread of castration,

and therefore demands an explanation of this in its tufn. Some

passages of Freud's read as if the hortor of the female were a simple

ptt"Ui" protecting the boy from the thought of castrated beings, as

it would from the sight of a one-legged man, but I feel sure he would

admit a more tp..ifi. relationship than this between the idea of

castration and the particulaf castrated organ of the female; the two

ideas must be innately connected. I think he implies that this horror

is an associative reminder of what awful things-i.e., castfation-

happen to people (like women) who have feminine wishes or get

treaied 
"t 

*o-.n. It is certainly plain, as 'we have long known,

that the boy hete equates copulation with castration of one partner;

and he evidently fears lest he might be that unfortunate paftnef.

In this connection v/e may femember that to the neurotic phallic boy

the idea of the female being castrated involves nQt mefely a cutting

ofl but an opening being made into a hole, the well-known' wound

theory ' of the ,t.tfu". Now in our everyday pfactice we should find

it hard to understand such a fear except in terms of a repressed wish

to play the feminine part in copulation, evidently with the father.

Otherwise castration and copulation would not be equated. A fear

of this wish being put into effect would certainly explain the fear of

being castrated, f;iby definition it is identical with this, and also the

'horror ' of the female genital-/.e., a place where such wishes had

been gratified. But that the boy equates copulation with castration

seems to imply a previous knowledge of penetration. And it is not

easy on this hypothesis to give adequate weight to the well-known

connection between the castration fear and rivalry with the father

ovef possession of the mother-i.e., to the CEdipus complex. But

we can at least see that the feminine wish must be a nodal point in

the whole problem.
There would seem to be two views on the significance of the

phallic phase, and I shall now attempt to ascertain in what fesPect

ih"y 
"ti 

opposed to each other and how far they may be brought

into harmony. \we may call them the simple and the complex view

resPectively. On the one hand, the boy, in a state of sex ignorance,

*" b" supposed to have always assumed that the mother has a

natural penii of her own until actual experience of the female genital,

togethei with ideas of his own concerning castration (particularly

his equating of copulation with castration), makes him reluctantly

sosp..t thai she has been castrated. This would accord with his

. t

*
I*

i:fiqi*
:tit
)i
'?
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known wish to believe that the mother has a penis. This simple view
rather skims over the evidently prior quesrions of where th" boy
gets his ideas of copulation and castration from, but it does not
follow that these could not be answered on this basis; that is a matter
to be held in suspension for the moment. on the other hand, the
boy may be supposed to have had from very eaily times an uncon-
scious knowledge that the mother has an opening-and not only
the mouth and anus-into which he could penetraie. The thought
of doing so, however, for reasons we shall discuss in a moment,
brings the fear of castration, and it is as a defence against this that
he obliterates his impulse to penetrate, together with all idea of
a vagina, replacing these respectively by phalJic narcissism and
insistence on his mother's similar possessio n of a penis. The second
of these views implies a less simple-and avowe dty amore remote-
explanation of the boy's insistence on the mother's having a penis.
It is, in effect, that he dreads her havin g a femaJe organ mor" than
he does her having a male one, the reason being that the former
brings the thought and danger of penettating into it. If thele were
only male organs in the world there would be no iealous conflict
and no fear of castration; the idea of the vulva must precede that of
castration. If there were no dangerous cavity to penetrate into there
would be no fear of castration. This is, of course, on the assumptiorl
that the conflict and danger arise from his having the same wishes
as his fathe4 to penerrate into the same cavity; and this I believe-
in conjunction with Melanie Klein and other child analysts-ro be
true of the earliest period, ffid not simply of that aftet the conscious
discovery of the caviry in question.

We come now to the vexed question of the source of castration
fears. Various authors hold different views on this question. Some
of them are perhaps differences in accent only; others point to
opposing conceptions. Karen Horney,l who has recently discussed
the matter in relation to the boy's dread of the female genital, has
very definite views on the maner. Speaking of the dread of the
vulva she says: 'Freud's account fails to explain this anxiety. A boy's
castration-anxietyin relation to hisfather is not an adequate reasonfor
his dread of a being whom this punishment has already overtaken.
Besides the dread of the father there must be a furthei dread, the
object of which is the woman or female genital.' She even maintains
the exceptional opinion that this dread of the vulva is not only

I Karcn Flomey, 'Thc Dread of Wome tt,, op. cit., p. 37t,

eat\er than that of the father's penis-whether external or concealed

in the vagina-but deeper and mote important than it; in fact much

of the dr-ead of the fatirer's penis is artificially put forward to hide

the intense dread of the vulva.l This is certainly 
^ 

very debatable

conclusion, although we must admit the technical difficulty of

quantitatively estimating the amount of anxiety derived from various

,oor..r. We listen with curiosity to her explanation of this intense

anxiety in regard to the mother. She mentions Melanie Klein's view

of thq boy's"talion dread born in relation to his sadistic impulses

toward's ihe mother's body, but the most important Soufce of his

dread of the vulva she would derive from the boy's fear of his

self-esteem being wounded by knowing that his qgnis is not.large

enough to satisff the mother, the mother's denial of his wishes being

interfreted in this sense; the talion dread of castration by the mother

is later and less important that the fear of ridicule.z One often gets,

it is true, a vivid clinical picture of how strong this motive can be,

but I doubt whether Dr. Horney has carried the analysis of it far

enough. In my experience the deep shame i1 tulstr-on, which can

..rt"ilrly .*pr.i, itself as impot.tr.e, is not simply d1e 
1o 

the fear

of ridicule as an ultimate fact; both the shame and the fear of

ridicule proceed from a deeper compiex-the adoption of a feminine

attitude towards the fathlr's penis that is incorpotated in the

mother's body. Karen Horney also calls attention to this feminine

attitude, and ev.n ascribes to lt the main source of casttation fear,

but for her it is a secondary consequence of the dread of ridicule'

We are here again brought back tothe question of femininity and

perceive that io 
"rrr-"tlt 

satisfactorily is probably to resolve the

whole problem.
I wiit now tfy to teconstruct and comment on Karen Horney's

afgument aboui the connection befween the dread of the vulva

an-.I the fear of castration. At the start the boy's masculinity and

femininity 
^re 

relatively free. Karen Horney quotes-F::"-d: well-

known views on primai bisexuality in suPport of her belief that the

feminine wishes are primary. There perhaps 
^fe 

such primary

feminine wishes, but I am convinced that conflict arises only when

they are developed or exploited as a means of dealing with a-dreaded

father's penis. 
- 

Hou,cvJr, Karen llorney thinks that before this

happens ih. boy has reactecl to his mothet's clcnial of his wishes and,

as 
^d^escribed 

above, feels shame and a deep sense of inadequacy in

THE PHALLIC PHASE 4tg
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*

t  lb id. ,pp.  ) iz,  ,J6.
1lbid., p. 357,
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consequence. As a result of this he can, according to her, no longer
express his feminine wishes freely. There is a gap in the argument
here. In the first place we are to assume that the boy at once equates
his phallic inadequacy with femaleness, but it is not explained how
the gquation is brought about. At all events, he is nov/ ashamed
of his earliet feminine wishes, and dreads these being gratified
because it would signify castration at the hands of the father-in fact,
this is the essential cause of these castration fears. Surely there is
another big gap in the argument here. How does the father suddenly
appear on the scene ? The essential point in the argument, and one
on which I would join issue with Dr. Horney, would appear to be
that the boy's sense of failure due to his mother's refusal leads him
to fall back from his masculine wishes to feminine ones, which he
then applies to the father but dreads to have gratified because of the
admission they imply of his masculine inferiority (as well as the
equivalence of castration). This is rather reminiscent of Adler's
early views on the masculine protest. My experience leads me, on
the contrary, to see the crucial tuming-point in the CEdipus complex
itself, in the dreaded ivahy with the father. It is to cope with this
sinration that the boy falls back on a feminine attitude with its risk
of castration. Whereas Dr. Horney regards the feminine attitude as
a primary one which the boy comes to repress becarise of the fear
of ridicule of his masculine inferiority, this fear being the active
dynamic agent,I should consider that the sense of inferioriry itself
and the accompanying shame, are both secondary to the feminine
attitude and to tbe motiue fur tbis. This whole group of ideas is
strongest in men with a 'small penis' complex, often accompanied
by impoterlce, and it is with them that one gets the clearest insight
into the genesis. Sfhat such 

^mun 
is really ashamed of is not that

his penis is 'small,' but the reason wly it is 'small.'
On the other hand I fully agree with Karen Horney and other

workers, notably Melanie Klein,r in the view that the boy's reaction
to the crucial situation of the CEdipus complex is greatly influenced
by his earliet relationship with his mother. But this is a much more
complicated matter than wounded vantty; far grimmer factors ate at
work. Melanie Klein lays stress on the fear of the mother's retalia-
tion for the boy's sadistic impulses against her body; and this
independendy of any thought of the father or his penis, though she

r Melanie Klein, 'Early Stages of thc CEdipus Conflict,' International Joarrul af

Pslcho-Atufusis, vol. it., rgz8,p. 167.
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would agree that the latter heightens the boy's sadism and thus
complicates the picture. As she has pointed out in detail,r however,
these sadistic impulses have themselves an elaborate history. We
have to begin with the alime ntary level to appreciate the nature of
the forces at work. Privations on this level---especially perhaps oral
privations-are undoubtedly of the greatest importance in rendering
harder the task of coping with the parents on the genital level, but
we want to know exactly why this should be so. I could relate cases
of a number of male patients whose failure to achieve manhood-in
relation to either men or vromen-was stricdy to be correlated
with their attitude of needing first to acquire something from women,
something which of course they never actually could acquire. Why
should imperfect access to the nipple give a boy the sense of im-
perfect possession of his own penis ? I am quite convinced that the
two things are intimately related, although the logical connection
befween them is certainly not obvious.

I do not know to what extent a boy in the first year of life feels
sure his mothet has a genital organ like his own, on grounds of
natural identification, but my impression is that any such idea has no
serious interest for him until it gets involved in other associations.
The first of these would appear to be the symbolic equivalency
of nipple and penis. Here the mother's penis is mainly a more
satisfying and nourishing nipple, its size alone being an evident
advantage in this respect. Now how precisely does abilated organ,
the breast, get changed into a medial one, the penis ? !7hen this
happens does it mean that the boy, perhaps from his experiences or
phantasies of the primal scene, has already come across the idea of
the father's penis, or is it possible that even before this his eaily
masturbatory expsdsnsss-se often associated with oral ones-
together with the commonly expressed oral at{rtade towards his

own penis, alone suffice for the identification ? I am inclined to the
latter opinion, but it is hard to get unequivocal data on the matter.
Whichever of these alternatives is true, however, the attitude towards
the mythical maternal penis must from the very first be ambivalent.
On the one side there is the conception of a visible, and therefore
accessible, friendly and nourishing organ which can be received and

sucked. But on the other side the sadism stimulated by oral frustra-
tion-the very factor that first created the conception-must by
projection create the idea of a sinister, hostile and dangerous organ

1 Numerous publications in the Inhrnotional Jomnal of Psltcbo-Analysis.
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which has to be destroyed by swallowing before the boy can feel
safe. This ambivalence, beginning in regard to the mother's nipple
(and nipple-penis), is gteady intensified when the father's penis
becomes involved in the association. And it does so, I feel convinced,
very early in life-certainly by the second year. This may be quite
irrespective of actual experiences, even of the father's very existence,
and is generated mainly by the boy's own libidinal sensations in his
penis with their inevitable accompaniment of penetrative impulses.
The ambivalent attitude is intensified on both sides. On the one
hand the tendency to imitate the father gets related to the idea of
acquiring strength from him, first of all orally, and on the other hand
we get the well-known CEdipus rivalry and hostility, which also is
first dealt with in terms of oral annihilation.

These considerations relating to the oral level begin to throw
light on the riddle I propounded earlier-namely, why so many
men feel unable to put something into a woman unless they have
first got something out of her; why they cannot penetrate; or-put
more broadly-why they need to pass through a satisfdctory
'feminine' stage before they can feel at home in a masculine one.
I pointed out earlier on that in the feminine wishes of the boy must
lie the secret of the whole problem. The first clue is rhat this
feminine stage is an alimentary one, primarily oral. Satisfaction of
wishes in this stage has to precede masculine development; failure
in this respect results in fixation on the woman at an oral or anal
level, a fxation which, although originating in anxiety, may become
intensely eroticised in perverse forms.

I shall now try to proceed further in the answering of our riddle,
and for the sakl of simplicity shall consider separitely the boy's'
difficulties with the mother and father respecrively. But I must
preface this by laying stress on its artifrciality. S7hen we consider
the parents as two distinct beings, to be viewed separately one from
the other, we are doing something that the infant is not yet capable
of and something that does not greatly concern the infant in his
(or her) most secret phantasies. We are anifrctally dissecting the
elements of a concept (the 'combined parent conceptr' as Melanie
Klein well terms it) which to the infant are still closely interwoven.
The findings of child analysis lead us to ascribe ever-increasing
importance to the phantasies and emotions attaching to this concept,
and I am v€ry inclined to think that the expression 'pre-CEdipal
phase' used recently by Freud and other writers must correspond
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extensively with the phase of life dominated by the 'combined
parent' concept.

At all events, let us consider fust the relation to the mother alone.
Leaving the father's penis quite out of account, we are concerned
with the riddle of how the boy's acquiring something from the
mother is related to his secure possession of the use of his own penis.
I believe this connection berween the oral and the phallic lies in the
sadism common to both. The oral frustration evokes sadism, and
the penetrating penis is used in phantasy as a sadistic weapon to
reach the oral aims desired, to open a way to the milk, frces, nipple,
babies and so on, all of which the infant wants to swallow. The
patients I alluded to eadier as having a perverse oral fixation on
women were all highly sadistic. The equation 1ee1[:penis is
famibar enough, and it must begin in this sadistic pregenital stage
of development. The sadistic penis has also important anal connec-
tions-a.g., the common phantasy of fetching a baby out of the
bowel by the penis. The penis itself thus comes to be associated with
the acquiring attirude, and thwarting of the latter to be identified
with thwarting of the former-i.e., not being able to get milk, etc.,
is equivalent to not being able to use the penis. The thwarting leads
further to retaliation fears of the mother damaging the weapons
themselves. This I have even found on occasion equated with the
eadiest frustration. The mother's withholding of the nipple gave
her the character of a nipple or penis hoarder, who would surely
keep permanently any penis brought near her, and the boy's sadism
can in such cases manifcst itsclf-as a sort of doublc bluff-by 

^sadistic policy of withholcling l'rorn the woman whatever she may
desire-e.g., by being impotcnt.

Though this conflict with thc n-rothcr no doubt lays the basis
for later difficulties, my cxlrcricncc scems to teach me that greatet
importance is to bc attachccl in thc genesis of castration fear to the
conflict with thc fathcr. llut I havc at once to add a very important
proviso. In thc boy's inragination the mothet's genital is for so long
inseparablc frorn thc iclca of the father's penis dwelling there that
one woulcl gct avcry falsc pcrspective if one confined one's attention
to his relationslril'r to his actual 'external' father; this is perhaps the
real differcncc bctwcen Iireud's pre-CEdipal stage and the CEdipus
complex proper. lt is thc hidden indwelling penis that accounts for
a very grcat part of the trouble, the penis that has entered the
mother's body or been swallowed by her-the dragon or dragons
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that haunt cloacal regions. Some boys attemPt to deal with it on
directly phallic lines, to use their penis in their phantasy for pene-
trating the vagina and crushing the father's penis there, or even-as
I have many times found-by pursuing this phantasy to the length
of penetrating into the father's body itself-i.a., sodomy. One sees
again, by the wiy, how this illustrates the close interchangeability
of the father and mother imaginet; the boy can suck either of Penetrate
into either. IThat we are more concerned with here, however, is
the impofiant tendency to deal with the father's penis on feminine
lines. It would be better to say 'on apparently feminine lines,' for
true feminine lines would be far more positive. Essentially I mean
' on oral- and anal-sadistic lines,' and I believe it is the annihilation
attitude derived from this level that affords the clue to the various
apparently feminine attitudes: the annihilation is performed by the
mouth and anus, by teeth, frces and-on the phallic level-urine.
Over and again I have found this hostile and destructive tendency
to lie behind not mefely the obviously ambivalent attitude on all
femininity in men, but behind the affectionate desire to please. After
all, apparently complacent yielding is the best imaginable mask for
hostile intentions. The ultimate aim of most of this femininity is to
get possession of, and destroy, the dreaded object. Until this is done
the boy is not safe; he cannot rcally attend to 'women, let alone
penetrate into them. He also projects his oral and anal destructive
attitude, which relates to his father's Penis, on to the cavity that is
supposed to contain it. This projection is facilitated by association
with the eadier sadistic impulses, oral and phallic, against the
mother's body, with their talion consequences. Destruction of the
father's penis further means robbing the penis-loving mother of her
possession. To penetrate into this cavity would therefore be as
destructive to his own penis as he knows penetration of his father's
penis into his mouth would be to it. 'S[e thus obtain a simple
formula for the CEdipus complex: my (so-called feminine-i.e., oral
destructive) wishes against my father's penis are so strong that if I
penetrate into the mothet's vagina with them still in my heart the
same fate will happen to me-i.e., if I have intercourse with my
mother my father will castrate me. Penetration is equated with
destruction, or-to recur to the more familiat phrase used eadier-
copulation is equated with castration. But-and this is the vital
point-what is at stake is not castration of the mother, but of the
boy or else his father.

After having considered the various sources of castration anxiety,
and the problem of femininity in the male, I now return to the
original question of why the boy in the phallic phase needs to
imagine that his mother really has a penis, and I will couple with it
the further question-11sf often raised-of whose penis it really is.
The answer is given in the preceding considerations, and to avoid
repetition I will simply express it as a statement. The presence of a
ilsible penb in tbe motlter woild signifl at once a reas!ilrance in respect of tltc
car! oral needs, with a denial of ary need for dangeroas sadism to deal with
priuation, and aboue all a reas.tarailce tbat no castration ltas taken place,
tltat neitbcr his father nlr hinself is fu danger of it. This conclusion also
answers the question of whose penis it is the mother must have.l
It is her own only in very small p^rt, the part derived from the boy's
earliest oral needs. To a much greater extent it is the father's penis;
though it may also in a sense be said to be the boy's own, inasmuch
as his fate is bound up with it through the mutual castration danger
to both his father and himself.

The reason why actual sight of the female genital organ signalises
the passage from the proto- to the deutero-phallic phase has also to
be given. Like the experiences of puberty, it makes manifest what
had pteviously belonged solely to the life of phantasy. It gives an
actuality to the fear of castration. It does this, however, not by
conveying the idea that the father has castrated the mother-this is
only a mask of rationalisation in consciousness-but by arousing
the possibility that a dangerous repressed wish may be gratified in
reality-namely, the wish to have intercourse with the mother and
to destroy the father's penis. In spite of vatious suggestions to the
contrary, the CEdipus complex provides the key to the problem of
the phallic phase, as it has done to so many others.

'We 
have travelled far from the conception that the boy, pre-

viously ignorant of the sex difl,ierence, is horrified to find that a man
has violently created one by castrating his mate and turning her into
a woman, a castrated crcature . Even apaft from actual analysis of
the early childhoocl I'cars, the proposition that the boy has no
intuition of thc scx diffcrencc is on logical grounds alone hard to
hold. We have scen that the (dcutero-) phallic phase depends on the
fear of castration, and that this in its turn implics the danger of

1 Melanic Klcin, ' ' fhc Psych<l-Analysis of Chilclrcn ' (op. cit., p, tl), answcrs this
question categotically: '" Thc woman with a pcnis " always mcans, I should say, the
woman with the father's penis.'
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penetration; it would 
^ppear 

to follow from this alone that intuitioo
of a penetrable cavity is an early undedying assumption in the
complex reaction. When Freud savs that the boy renounces hir
incest wishes towards his mother in order to save his penis, this
implies that the penis was the offending carcier of those wishes (in
the proto-phallic phase). Now what could these penis wishes that
endanger its existence have been if not to perform the natural
function of the penis-penetration ? And this inference is amply
substantiated by actual research.

I may now summarise the conclusions reached. The main one is
that tbe tltpical phallic stage in the bo1 is a neurotic compronise rather tltan
a natural euolution in sexual deuelopment. It varies, of course, in intensity,
probably with the intensity of the castration fears, but it can be called
inevitable only in so far. as castration fears-i.e., infantile neuroses-
are inevitable; and how far these are inevitable we shall know only
when we have further experience of child analysis. At all events the
mere need to renounce incest wishes does not make it inevitable;
it is not the external situation that engenders the phallic phase, but
-perhaps avoidable-complications in the boy's inner development.

To avoid the imagined and self-created dangers of the CEdipus
sinration the boy in the phaliic phase abandons the masculine
attitude of penetration, with all interest in the inside of the mothet's
body, and comes to insist on the assured existence of his own and
his ' mothet's ' external penis. This, is tantamount to Fteud's
'passing of the CEdipus complex,' the renunciation of the mother
to save the penis, but it is not a direct stage in evolution; on the
contt ry, the boy has later to retrace his steps in order to evolve,
he has to claim again what he had renounced-his masculine
impulses to reach the vagina; he has to revert from the tempor ry
neurotic deutero-phallic phase to the original and normal proto-
phallic phase. Thus the typical phallic phase-i.e., the deutero-
phallic phase-in my opinion, represents a neurotic obstacle to
development rather than a natural stage in the course of it.l

1 It may be of interest to note the respects in which the conclusions here put forward
agree with or diffet ftom those of the two authors, Freud and Karen Horney, witt
whose views there has been most occasion to debate. In agreement with Freud is
fundamental view that the passage from the proto- to the deutero-phallic phase is drf
to fear of castmtion at the hands of the father, and that this essentially arises in t
CEdipus situation. Freud would, I think, also hold that the feminine wishes behind
much of the castration fear are generated as a means of dealing with the loved
dreaded father: he qrould possibly lay more stress on the idea of libidinally placati
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Turning now to the corresponding problem in girls, we may
begin by noting that the distinction mentioned eadier berween the
proto- and the deutero-phallic phase is if anything more prominent
with girls than with boys. So much so that when I made the sug-
gestion that the phallic phase in girls represents a secondary solution
of conflict f was under the impression that by the phallic phase was
meant what f now see to be only the second half of it, a misapprehen-
sion Professor Freud corrected in recent correspondence; incident-
ally, his condemnation of my suggestionl was partly based on the
same misunderstanding, since on his part he naturally thought I
was referring to the whole phase. fn extenuation I may remark that
in his original paper Freud gave no account of the phallic phase in
gids, on the score of its extreme obscurity, and that his definition-
a phase in which it is believed that the sex difference is between penis-
possessing and castrated beings-strictly applies only to the deutero-
phallic phase, the penis being supposed to be unknown in the first
one.

The difference between the t"wo halves of the phase in Freud's
conception is similar to that pointed out eadier with boys. Accord-
ing to him, a clitoris supremacy sets in at a certain age when the girl
is ignorant of the difference between the clitoris and the penis and
so is in a state of contented bliss in the matter; this I am calling for
the moment the proto-phallic phase of girls, which corresponds with
that of boys when they are similarly supposed to be ignorant of the
sex difference. In the deutero-phallic phase, the one I had suggested
was a secondary defensive reaction, the gid is aware of the difference
and, like the boy, either admits it reluctantly-and in this case tesent-

behind the feminine attitude. On the other hand I cannot subscribe to the view of sex
ignorance on which Freud repeatedly insists-though in one passage on primal scenes
and primal phantasies (Ges. Sch., Bd. xi., S. rI) he appears to keep the question open-
and I regard thc idea of the castrated mother as essentially a mother whose man has been
castrated. Nor do I consider the deutero-phallic phase as a natural stage in develop-
ment.

With Karcn Horney there is agreement in het scepticism about sex ignorance, in

her doubts about the normality of the (deutero-) phallic phase, and in her opinion that
the boy's reaction to the CEdipus situation is greatly influenced by his previous relation
to his mothcr. tsut I think shc is mistaken in her account of the connection between
these two last mattcrs, and considcr that the boy's fear of his fcminine wishes-which
we all appcar to hold lic behind the castration fcar-arisc not in shame at his Iitera J
masculine inferiority in his relation to his mother, but in thc dangers of his alimentary
sadism when this operatcs in thc (Edipus situation.

1 Freud, ' Female Sexuality,' op. cit., p. zg7.him, whereas I have directed more attention to the hostile and destructive im
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fully-or tries to deny it. In the denial, however, unlike the state
of.affairs alleged to exist with boys, there is implied some real know-
fedge of the difference, for the gid does not maintain the previous
belief-that both sexes have a satisfactory clitoris-but wiihes that
she now had a different organ from beforl-vi 2., a realpenis. sfith
homosexual women, who reveal implicitly in their beiraviour and
explicitly in their dreams the belief that they really have a penis, this
wish goes on to imaginary fulfilment, but even with the more
normal girl during her deutero-phallic phase the same belief that
she has a penis alternates with the wish ti h"rr. orr".

As with !oyr, the two halves of the phase are divided by the
castration idea, by the idea that women are nothing but casirated
beings--there being no such thing as a true femalJ organ. The
boy's wish in the deutero-phallic *g. is to restore the Jecudty of
the proto-phallic one whiih has been disrurbed by the supposed
discovery of castration: to revert to the original ideniity of the'r.*"r.
The girl's wish in the deutero-phallic rtrg. ir similarlyio restore the
undisturbed proto-phallic one, and even to intensify its phallic
charactet; thus to revert to the original identity of thq r.*.r] This
I take to be a more explicit rt"t"m.nt of Freud,s conception.

Two distinct views 
^ppear 

to be held in respect of iemale sexual
development, and to bring out the contrast i.t*."r, them I will
exaggerate them in the following over-simple statement. According
to one, the gid's sexuality is essentially mare to start with (at least as
soon as she is weaned), and she is driven into femaleness bv failure
of the male attitude (disappointment in the clitoris). According to
the other, it is essentially female to start with, and she is-morl or
less temporarily-driven into a phallic maleness by failure of the
female attitude.

This is avowedly an imperfect statement, which does not do
justice to either view, but it may serve to point a discussion. I will
call the two A and B respectiveiy and add a few obvious mod ifica-
tions which will make them more exact and also diminish the
grossness of the difference between them. The supporters of A
would, of course, admit an early bisexuality, though tirey maintain
that. the male- (clitoris) attitude predomin"t.r; th"y irould' also agree
to the so-called regressive (anxiety) factors in the deutero-ptrittic
phase-, though they hold these to be less impo rtant than the fiLidinal
impulse to mainrain the original maleness. on the other side the
suPPorters of B would also admi t an eatly bisexualit y t Lrt Early clitoris
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maleness in addition to the morc pr()nouncccl fcmaleness: or-to put
it more cautiously without begging any question-thc co-existence
of active and passive aims which tend to get associatccl with par-
ticular genital Lre s. They would also adrnit that there is often
little apparent love for the father, who is regarded mainly as a rival,
in the eatly stage of mother fixation; and in the deutero-phallic phase
they would agree that direct auto-erotic, and therefore libidinal,
penis envy plays an important part together with the anxiety factors
'in driving the girl from femaleness into the phallic maleness. Again,
there is general agreement that the experience of seeing a penis
powerfully influences the transition from the proto- to the deutero-
phallic phase, though not about the reasons why it does so. Further,
both views a.gree that in the deutero-phallic phase the girl desires
a penis,l and blames the mother for her lack of it, though whose
penis she desires and why she desires it arc questions not so readily
answered.

Nevertheless, in spite of these modifications, there remain
differences of opinion in regard to both halves of the phase, and by
no means in respect of accent only. In investigating the correspond-
ing obscurity of male sexual development it proved useful to I^y
stress on the correlation between the problems of castration fear and
dread of the vulva. Here I would similady bring into prominence
a correlation between the problem of the girl's desire to ou/n a penis
and her hate of her mother, since I feel sure thar to explain either
of these is to explain the other. And I will anticipate my conclusions
to the extent of remarking that it may prove possible to combine
in a single formula the male equation of problems with the female
one.

In attempting to elucidate the contrasting views described above
I will avall myself of two clues, both provided by Freud. The first
of them is contained in his remarkz that the girl's earliest attachment
to her mother 'has in analysis seemed to me so elusive, lost in a past
so dim and shado*y, so hard to resuscitate that it seemed as if it had
undergone some specialiy inexorable repression.' \7e must allagree

1 Incidentally, I may comment hete on the unfortunatc ambiguity of such phrascs
as 'to desirc a penis,' ' thc wish for a penis.' In fact thrcc meanings of such phrascs
are to bc discerncd in connection with infantilc femalc scxuality: (r) Thc wish to
acquitc a penis, usually by swallowing, and to retain it within thc body, oftcn con-
vcrting it therc into a baby; (z) thc wish to posscss a pcnis in thc clitoritic region:
fot this pulpose it may bc acquircd in morc than onc way; (l) the adult wish to ."ioy
a penis in coituc. I shall try to makc it clear in each casc which meaning is intcnded=.

I Frord, 'Fcmale Scxuality,' o1t, cit., p. z8z,
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yhen he_points out that the ultimate solution of all these problems
lies in aftner analysis of the giri's very eadiest period of attachment
to the mother, and it is highly probable that the differences of
opinion in- respect of the later srage of developrnent are mainllr aqd
perhaps altogether, due to different assumptions concerning the
eadier stage.

_ To give an example of this: Freud,l in criticising Karen Horney,
describes her view as being that the girl, from feai of advancing to
femininity, regrerres in the deutero-piailic stage. So sure is helhat
the earlier (clitoris) stage can only be a phallic one. But this is just
one of the questions at issue; to anyone taking the opposite view
the process just mentioned would not be 

" 
t.gt.sion, bui a neurotic

new-formation. And it is a question to be discussed. We should
not take it too much for granted that the use of the clitoris is alto-
gether the same ,U"g psychologically as the use of the penis simply
because they are physio-genetically homologous. sheeiaccessibiity
may also play its paft. The clitoris is after all a part of the female
genitals. Clinically the correspondence between clitoris masttrrba-
tion and a male attitude is very far indeed from being invariable.
I have known, on the one hand, a case where the clitoris could not
function because of a congenital malformation, but where the vulval
masturbation was distinctly male in type (prone posrure, etc.). on
the other hand, cases where clitoriJ m"st,rtb"tion in the adult
accompanies the most pronouncedly feminine heterosexual phanta-
sies are an everyday experience, and Melanie Kleinz states tirat this
combination is ihaiacte'ristic of ihe eadiest infancy. In my Innsbruck

Paper I expressed th,e opinion that vaginal excitation ptayed a more
importaat part in the eadiest childhood than *", ,l.ognised-in
contra-distinction from Freud's3 opinion that jt begiris only 

^tpuberty-a view that had been previously expresr.I by sever"l
women analysts, Melanie Kleina (t9r+), Josine Mtiiler5 (r9z), and
Karen Horney6 $92(>). This opinion I had reached first from the

1 Freud,'Female Sexuality,' op, cit., p. 296.
2 Melanie Klein, 'The P-sycho-Analysis of Children,, op. cit., p. zgg.3 Freud, 'Female Sexuality,' op. cit,-, p, 2V.

--l-Y"!"i. Klein, 'ToT the Analysis br 
"n 

obsessional Neurosis in a Six-year-old
child,' First German- Psycho-Analyticar Assembly, lil/tirzburg, october, r,,9lrl.-
- 

6 Josine Mtiller, 'A conttibution to the prothm or r"itiainat o"rraof,-lrrt orthe Genital Phase i" 9t:\,' International Joynar of psycbo-,472a!sis, tg3z, vor.xiii., p. 36r.
,6 Karen Hgrney, '.The Flight from womanh6od,, tntiinai;oiit Jourxat oyFrlrto_

Anallsis, 1926, vol. \ii.,-p. rr+. She has comp_rehensivelysustained-thi, opiiion i' apaper published in the Internatiottal Joxrnal of 
-psycbo_Aui4,rir, 

vol. xiv., p: ;t. 
-_

same class of matcrial as Josine Mtiller quotes-namely, women

who show strong masculine propensities in conjunction with

vaginal an,r:sthcsia. \What is important about this early vaginal

fuictioning, so decply repressed, is the extraordinaty, amount of

anxiety that goes with it (far more than with clitoritic functioning),

a matier to which we shall have to recur. Actual vaginal masturba-

tion is often considered by physicians to be commoner than clitoris

masturbation in the first four or five years of life, whereas it certainly

is not so during the latency period-a fact in itself suggesting a

change from feminine to mofe masculine attitudes. Apart, however,

frorn- actual vaginal functioning there is extensive evidence of

feminine phantaiics and wishes in early childhood to be obtained

from both adult ancl cady analyses: phantasies relating to the mouth,

vulva, v'ontb, anus ancl the receptive attitude of the body in general.

For all thcsc rcasons I fccl that the question of the alleged clitoritic

and thcrcforc masculine primacy of the female infant may well be

kept in suspcnsc until we kno'w more about the sexuality of this

very eatly stagc.
A.ogtr^tc cxatrrplc of misunderstanding due to differing primary

"tr.r*piions 
ariscs in connection with the problem of the intensity

and of thc clircction (aim) characteristic of the deutero-phallic phase.

Freud, who l-rolcls that both intensity and direction are to be ex-

plained in tcrms ot the proto-phailic masculine phase, and that the

irrorna of seeing the penis only reinforces this, criticises Karen

Horney for believing that the direction alone is given by the proto-

phallic phase, the intensity being derived from Iater (anxiety)

lactors.l In so far, however, as Karen Horney is a supporter of view

B-and I cannot of course say just how far this is so-she wouid

maintain the exact convefse of the view Freud ascribes to her; she

would 
^gree 

with him that the intensity of the deutero-phallic phase

is derived from the earlief one (though with displacement) and

differ from him only in holding that its direction is not so derived,

being in the main determined by secondary factors. All this again

depends on whcther the earlier phase is regarded as predominantly

masculine ancl auto-crotic or pedominantly feminine and allo-erotic.

Freud2 woultl apl)ear to hold that the question is scttled by the

very fact that man), )'oung girls have a long and cxclusive mother

attachment. I'le calls this a pre-(Ildipal stagc of clcvcl<)pment, one

where the father plays vcry littlc part ancl that 7 negative one
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(rivalry). These facts of observation are not to be doubted-I can
myself quote an extreme case where the exclusive mother attachment
was prolonged till near puberty, at which age 

^n 
equally exclusive

transference to the father took place. But they do not in themselves
exclude 

^ 
positive CEdipus complex in the girl's unconscious

imagination: they prove only that, if this does exist, it has not yet
learned to express itself in relation to the actual father. In my
experience of typical cases of this kind, howevet, and in that of
child analysts, particulady of Melanie Klein, Melitta Schmideberg
and Nina Sead, analysis shows that the girls had from very early
times definite impulses towards an imaginary penis, one incorporated
into the mother but derived from the father, together with elaborate
phantasies on the subject of parental coitus. I would again remind
you at this point of the stress laid in the eadier p^rt of the paper on
the 'combined parent concept,' the picture of parents fused in
coitus.

We are here led to consider the second of the clues to which I
referred just now. It concerns the young gid's theories'of coitus,
which play a highly important part in her sexual development. They
should be helpful in the present connection, since-as Freud has long
ago shown-the sexual theories of a child are 

^ 
mirror of its partic-

ular sexual constitution. A few years ago Professor Freud wrote to
me that of the two points of which he felt most sure in the obscurity
of female sexual development one was that the young girl's first
idea of coitus was an oral one-i.e., of fellatio.l Here, as usual, he
put his finger on a central point. But it is probable that the matter
is more complex: at all events. this central consideration has several
corollaries that are worth pursuing. In the first place, it is hardly
likely thatapurely oral conception would develop if the first thought
of coitus occurred years after the infant's own oral experiences;
and detailed analysis of this eady period, especially by child analysts,
confirms what one might expect-namely, that the experiences and
the conception are closely related not only genetically, but also
chronologically. Melanie Klein2 attributes great importance to the
stimulus given to the child's desires by the inevitable imperfections
and dissatisfactions of the suckling period, and would connect the

1 I may also quote the othcr point, since any pronounccmcnt from such a source
must command interest. It was that the girl gives up masturbation becausc of her
dissatisfaction with the clitoris (in comparison with the pcnis).

t Mclanic Klcin, 'The Psycho-Analysis of Children,' op. cit., p. ,26.

weaning timc both with the deepest sources of hostility to the mother
and with a dawning idea of a penis-like object as a more satisfying
kind of nipple. That nipple wishes are transferred to the idea of
the penis, and that the two objects are extensively identified in the
imagination, is faiily familiar ground, but it is hard to say when
this transference begins to be applied to the father in person. It is,
I think, certain that for a relatively long time they apply more to
the mother than to the father-i.e., that the gid seeks for a penis
in her mother. By the second year of life this vague aspiration is
getting more definite and is getting connected with the idea of the
mother's penis having been derived from the father in the supposed
act of fellatio between the parents.

In the next place, the fellatic idea can hardly be confined to the
notion of purposeless sucking. The child well knows that one sucks
for a purpose-to get something. Milk (or semen) and (nipple-)
penis are thus things to swallow, and by the famllar symbolic
equations, as wcll partly from the child's own alimentary experiences,
we reach also thc ideas of excrement and baby-equally obtained
from this primordial sucking act. According to Freud,l the child's
love and sexuality are essentially devoid of aim (7ie//os), and for this
very reason are doomed to disappointment. The contrary view is
that in the unconscious there 

^te 
very definite aims, and the dis-

appointment is due to their not being reached.
I wish to make clear at this point that the wishes here referred to

are in my opinion essentially allo-erotic. The girl infant has not
yet had the occasion to develop auto-erotic envy at the sight of a
boy's penis; the desire to possess one herself, for the reasons so
clearly stated by Karen Horney,z comes later. At the early stage
the wish to take the penis into the body, through the mouth, and
make z (frcal) baby out of it is, though still on an alimentary level,
nevertheless akin to the allo-erotism of the adult woman. Freudg
holds that when the girl's wish to own a penis is disappointed it
is rcplaced by 

^ 
substitute-the wish to have a child. I would,

however, agree rather with Melanie Klein'sa view that the penis-
child equation is more innate, and that the gid's wish to have a
child-like the normal woman's wish-is a direct continuance of

Freud, 'Femalc Scxuality,' op. cit., p. 286.
r Karen Horney, 'On thc Gcnesis of the Castration Complex in \Women,' Inler-

national Jontul of 1>gcbo-Anallsis, r924, vol. v., pp. jz-j4.
8 Fteud, 'Some Psychological Conscquenccs,' etc., op. cit., p, t4o.

' Melanie Klein, 'The Psycho-Analysis of Childrcn i op. cit., p. 1og.
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her allo-efotic desire for a penis; she wants to enjoy taking the

penis into the body and to make a child from it, rather than to have

a child because she cannot have a penis of her ou/rl.

The purely libidinal nature of the wishes manifests itself in many

ways, of which I will mention only one. The insertion of the nipple

into the mouth is followed by the anal-erotic pleasure at the passage

of frces, and the cleansing process associated with this is often felt

by the girl to be a sexual experience with the mother (or nutse).

The point of this observation is that the mother's hand or finger

is equated to a penis and is often the seduction that leads to

mastutbation.

Now if the mother gets all this-just what the girl longs for-

from the father, then a situation of fiofmal Cbdipus rivalry must

surely exist, and in exact proportion to the girl's own dissatisfaction.

The accompanying hostility is in direct line with that felt previously

towards the mother in the suckling period, being of the sarne order;

and it teinforces it. The mother has got somethitg the girl urants

and will not give it to her. In this something the idea of the father's

penis soon comes to cfystallise more and mofe definitely, and the

mother has obtained it from the father in successful comPetition

with the gid, as well as the baby she can make from it. This is in

disagteement with Freud'sr formidable statement that the concept

of tie CEdipus comPlex is strictly applicable only to male children

and 'it is only in male children that there occurs the fateful con-
junction of love for the one pafent and hatred of the other as

rival.' I7e seem compelled here to be plus rolaliste gue le roi.

Freud's fellatio account of coitus, however, from which we

started, yields no explanation for the important observation on

which he insists,2 that the girl infant feels rivalry for het father.

The fellatio conception of coitus, in fact, would seem to be only

one half of the stofy. One finds also the complementary idea that

the father not only gives to the mothet, but receives from her; that

in short she suckles him. And it is here that the direct rivalry with

the fathet is so stfong, for the mother is giving him just what the

girl wants (nippie and milk); other soufces of rivalry, hate and

iesentment in respect of the father,I shall mention presently. Ifhen

this' mammalingus 'conception, as itmzy be called: g€ts sadistically

cathectcd, thcn wc l t tvc t l tc  larrr t l i l r  lcrrrrnni t  t ( le i l  o l  t l rc r ' : r .  wlr '
'  uses '  thc wott t i t t t ,  cx l t tusts l rcr ,  t l r : r i r rs hcr,  t :xphr i ts l rcr ,  r r r t r l  se prt .

Thc gir l  in l i rnt  t loubt lcss r t lcrr t i t ics hcrsct t 'wi i t r  l ror l r  s i t lcs in thcsc
concePt ions, but i r t  t l rc rul turc ol ' t l rc c:rsc l rcr  wi lnt i r rg,  rcccivr lg
desircs tnust  bc t t torc [ ) r ( )n l lncrr t  t lurrr  t l rc giv i r rg, , , , "* ;  thcrc is i r t
that  agc so t r tucl t  t l r i t t  s l rc w:rnts t r r t l  so l i r i t "  r t t , , t  s l rc l r i rs to givc.

What thcn ol ' t l rc l t l r i r l l ic  uct iv i ty : rgairrsr '  t l rc rrrot l rcr  rcc,rrr lct l
by Helenc l )cutsch, Jclr t t tc l , : r rnpl l . l " ' i i ror t ,  Mclarr ic Klc i l ,  : r r r t l
other women artalysts ? Wc nnlst  n() t  l i r rgct  l row c:rr ly thc chi lc l
apprehends thc pcl t is  t tot  s i t r rp l l '  : rs : r r r  i r rsr i t rnrcnt  o l 'krvc,  [ut  i r lsrr
as a weaPon ot- t lcstr t t t ' l iot t .  l r r  t l rc lg i r l 's  s:r t l is t ic  l t r ror  : rg i r i ls t  t [c
mother 's body, duc largcly t ,  l rcr  i rur l r i l i ty  to sul fcr  thw,rr t i , rg,  s5c
clutches at  a l l  wci t l ) ( )ns,  n l ruth,  l r rut ls,  tcct ;  : rnt l  in th is connJi t i , r , t
the sadist ic vt luc t l ' t l tc  pcrr is,  r r rc l  thc lx)wcr i t  g ivcs of  c l i rcct ing
destructivc urittc, is pcrlr:rps n()t thc lc:rst of its uscs whic[ shc cnvics
the boy. Wc kttow tlurt thwtrting stinrulirtcs saclisrn, and, to judgc

!r.1n 
thcir lrhantirsics ts wcll as aitual concluct, it would seem very

difficult to ovcrcstintatc thc quantity of sadism present in infants.
on talio.n.grru'ds this lcads to corrcsponding fea4 and, againit
seems dit{icult ro ovcrcsrimate the depih and lntensity of {ear in
infants. we nrusr rcgard the sexual development of boih boys and
girls as influenced at all points by the tr."d to cope with feir, and

Lmult lgree with Melanie Klein'sl scepticism about the success of
Freud'sz avowed endeavour to depict iexual development without
teference to the_ super-ego-i.e., to the factors of guilt and fear.

. At this point I am constrained to express the doubt whether Freud
does not attach too much significan." to the gid,s concern about
her external-organs (clitoris-oenis) at the 

"*pi.rr" 
of her terrible

fears about the inside of her body.- r feel r*"ih"t to her the inside
is a much stronger source of anxiety and that she often parades
concern about the outside as a defensive attitude, a concios'ion the
ffuth of which Melanie Kleins has demonstrated in great detail in
her peneulting investigations of the earliest years of fetale develop-
qttt. Josine Mtillera has happily remarked that the anato mical fact

"f 
,h: girl's having two- gefu1^i. org^ns-the internal vagina (and

womb) and the exrernal clitorisjnables het to disptaie 
"-ro-

r Melanie Klein, '-Ihe psycho-Analysis of Children,, op, cit,, p, ,2r,! Freud, 'Female Sexuality,, op. cit,, p. 2g4.
E Melanie Kl"it, 'The psycho-ao"iyii. 6f childr"rr,, op, cit., pp, 269 ct tcq.{ 

Josine Miiller, o1t. cit., p. $1.
1 Freud, 'Feurale Sexuality,' op. cit., p. 284. tlhid, p. z8z,
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genicity from the internal to the extemal one when the former is
threatened. After all, the central dread of the guilry gid-even in
consciousllsss-is that she will never be able to bear children-i.a.,
that her intemal ofgans have been damaged. We are reminded of
Helene Deutsch'sl triad of equivalent female fears: castration,
defloration and parturition-though the first of these needs careful
definition-and of the characteristic adult fears of internal diseases,'
particularly of cancer of the womb.

The eady dread of the mother, just as the hate of her, is trans-
ferted to the fatheg and both dread and hate are often curiously
concentrated on the idea of the penis itself. Just as the boy projects
his sadism on to the female ofgans,and then exploits these dangerous
ofgans as a means of destroying his father homosexually, so does the
gid project her sadism on to the male ofgan, and very largely with a
similar outcome. It is one of the oddest experiences to fnda 'v/ornao

who has devoted herself to a penis-acquiring cafeef (homosexually)
having at the same time fear, disgust and hatred of any rcgL penis.
In such cases one gets a vista of the dtead and horror that gets
developed in regard to the penis, the most destructive of all lethal
weapons, and how terrifying can be the idea of its penetrating into
the inside of the body.z This particular projection is so important
that one must ask how much of the gid's fear is the result of her
sadistic wishes to bite away (and swallow) the penis, tearing it from
the mothef, of Later the fathet, with the consequent dread lest the
dangerous-because sadistically conceived-penis penetfates her; it
is hard to say, but this may possibly be the very centre of the matter.

As the gid grows she often transfers het resentment from the
mother to the fathet when she more clearly understands that he it
is who teally owns (and withholds) the penis. Freuds quotes this
curious transference of hostility, resentment and dissatisfaction from
the mothef to the father as a proof that it caffrot arise from rivalry
with the mother, but we have iust seen that another explanation is
at least possible. It is fulty intelligible that there should be resent-
ment af the thwarting of the allo-erotic penis desire, which the

father's pfesence stimulates, and that this applies first to the mothet
and then to the father. An additional tributary flows into the

r Helene Deutsch, 'The Significance of Masochism in the Mental Life of \Ufomen,t

International Journal of Pslcbo-Anallsis, r93o, vol.-Ti., P. 48:
r Flence, imongstbthir things, ihe frequency of beating phantasies wbere penetmtion

s obviated.
! Freud, 'Female SerualitS' op. cit,, pp. zEr, e86.
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resentmcnt against the fathcr frrr lris thwarting tlrc li lritl inll rlcsirc:
-namely, that this thwart ing lras :r lso thc ct l 'cct ol 'cxposing thc
gir l  to her drcacl of thc nrot lrcr. l trr  wlrcrc t lrcrc is n <lrcnrl  of 'punish-
rnent fot a wish, thcn gratification ol'this wish rrurl' bc tlrc strongcst
safeguard against thc anxicty, or at lcast is corrrrrronly lrclicvcd by
the unconsci<lus tcl l>c so; atrcl any()nc, tlrcrcfirrc, wlro rlcnics this
gt^tifrcltion commits a cloul>lc crirrrc- lrc rcfuscs at thc satnc tin're
both libidinal plcasurc anrl sccurity.

'lUfle have to bcar in rnirrtl all tlris backgrountl, whiclr is doubtlcss
only an extract of thc truc corrrlrlcxity, whcn u,c attcnrpt t() rccon-
struct the dcvcloptrtctrt of'tlrc rlcutcro-plrallic phasc. At this point
the girl bccotrtcs cort.rciot.r/1, awarc of a rcal pcnis attached to male
beings, ancl shc ctraractcristically rcacts to it by wishing to possess
one hersclf. Why cxactly docs she have this wish ? What does she
want thc pcnis f<rr? 'l'hat is a crucial question, and the answer to
it must also provirlc tlrc answer to the equally crucial question of
the sourcc of thc girl's hostility to her mother. Here we get a fairly
clear-cut issuc bctwccn vicws A and B, one which should prove
stimulating to further research.

The answcr to both questions given by view A undoubtedly has
the merit of bcing simpler than that given by view B. According
to it the girl wishes to possess the penis she sees because that is the
sort of thing she has always prized, because she sees it in her wildest
dreams of an efficient clitoris being realised in the nth degree. There
is no serious internal confict in the matter, only resentment, par-
ticulady against her mother, whom she holds responsible for the
disappointment that inevitably ensues. Envy of the penis is the
pdncipal reason for turning from the mother. The actual value
of the clitoris-penis would appear to be essentially auto-erotic, the
best exposition of which was given years ago by Karen Horney.r
The wish is almost entirely libidinal, and is in the same direction as
the gid's eadier tendencies. s7hen this wish is disappointed, the
girl falls back on a feminine incestuous allo-erotic attitude, but as a
second best. Any so-called defence there may be against femininity,
or rather objection to it, is dictated not so much by any deep fear of
it in itself, but by the desire to retain the masculine clitoris-penis
position, which it imperils; in other words, by the same objection
boys would have were they offered the alternative-namely, because
it is tantamount to castration. This view, which in a word explains

r Karen Hotney, 'On the Genesis,' etc,, loc. cit.
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both the hate of the mother and the strength of the deutero-phallic
phase by one main factor-the auto-erotic desire to possess a clitoris-
penis-is both simple and consistent. The question is, however,
whether it is also comprehensive-i.e., whether its undedying
assumptions in the proto-phallic phase take into due account all the
a scertainable factors.

The answer given by view B is that the gid odginally desired the
penis allo-erotically, but is driven into an auto-erotic position (in
the deutero-phallic phase) in the same way that boys are-from fear
of the supposed dangers attaching to the allo-erotic desires. I may
here cite a few authors who illustrate sharply the contrasting views.
On the one hand Helene Deutsch,r in accord with Freud, writes:
'My view is that the CEdipus complex in gids is inaugurated by the
castration-complex.' On the other hand Kar0n Horney2 speaks of
' these typical motives for flight into the male r6le-motives whose
origin is the CEdipus complex,' and Melanie Klein3 asserts 'in my
view the girl's defence against her feminine attitude springs less
from her masculine tendencies than from her fear of her mbther.'

The masculine form of auto-erotism is thus here the second best;
it is adopted because femininity-the real thing desited-brings
danger and intolerable anxiety. The deepest source of resentment
against the mother is the imperfect oral satisfaction, which leads the
girl to seek a more potent nipple-a penis-in an allo-erotic and
later in a hetero-erotic direction; the libidinal attitude towards the
nipple here expresses itself as feminine phantasies associated with
vulval-either vaginal or clitoric-masturbation, alone or with the
nurse in cleansing operations. She is homosexually attached to the
mother at this stage, but it is only from her that she can hope to
obtain the desired penis satisfaction, by guile or force. This is all
the easier because after all the mother is still at this earlry age the
main source of (allo-erotic) libidinal gratification. And she is
dependent on her mother not only for affection and grati,frcation,
but also for the satisfying of all her vital needs. Life would be
impossible without the mother and the mother's love. Thete are
therefote the strongest possible motives fot the girl's intense
attachment to her mother.

Nevertheless in the unconscious there is another side to the

1 Helene Deutsch, 'The Significance,' etc., oP. cit., p. 53.
r Karen Homey, 'The Flight,' etc., o1t. cit., p. 337.
I Melanie Klein,'The Psycho'Analysis of Children,' og, cit,,p, 324.
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picture, and a much grimmcr onc. ' l ' lrc sarlistic inrptrlsc to ass:rult
and rob the mothcr leacls to intcnsc tlrettl o[ rctrrl i tt ion, which
often devclops--as was cxlrlaincd carlier into tlrcatl of thc pcnc-
trat ing pcnis;  ancl  th is is rcvivc<l  rv l rcrr  shc cr)nl( 's : rcr()ss a r t :a l  l rcnis
at tached, not to t l tc  lnot l tcr ,  but  to t l rc f i tht : r  or  l l rot l rcr .  I lcrc she
is actual ly no w()rsc of f t l rnn bcf<,rc shc st i l l  l ras n r : l i tor is,  anr l  thc
mother has takcn nothing a\ \ 'ny f rorrr  hcr.  Sht:  l r l r rncs hcr,  hovcvcr,
for not having givc:n hcr rnorc- a pcrris lrut l lclrintl this rcpr<lach
that the mothcr has insufficicntly attcnclc<l to hcr auto-crotic
desires l ies thc rlcclrcr anrl str<)ngcr onc that she has thwartccl the
true, fernininc ncccls of hcr rcccptivc ancl acquisit ivc nature ancl has
threatenccl t,r rlcstnry hcr body if shc persists in thcm. View B
would thcreF<rrc appcar to give more aclequate reasons for hostility
to the mothcr than <locs view A. Both agree about the pregenital
thwarting at thc mothcr's hands, but they differ in their estimate of
the thwarting on thc genital level. There, according to the one
view, A, thc rrrothcr clcprives the gid of nothing, but there is
resentmcnt at not bcing givcn ntorc; according to the other view,
B, the nrothcr both thwarts the feminine aims (towards the penis)
and also thrcatcns to mutilate the body-i.e., to destroy the real
femininc 1'rcnis-receiving and child-bearing organs-unless the girl
renounces those aims. Small wonder that she does renounce them,
always to some extent, and often altogether.

The deutero-phallic phase is her reaction to this situation, her
defence against the dangers of the CEdipus complex.l Her desire in
it to possess a penis of her own saves her threatened libido by
deflecting it into the safer auto-erotic direction, just as it is saved
when deflected into perversion. This shifting on to the auto-erotic
(and therefore more ego-syntonic) plane, with its consequent
neurotic intensification, meets in its tum with disappointment.
There are very few gitls who do not deceive themselvs5-f6 some
extent throughout life-about the source of their inferiority feelings.
The rcal source, as always with inferiority feelings, is intemal
forbiddenness because of guilt and fea4 and this applies to the
allo-erotic wishes far more than to the auto-erotic ones.

But there are additional advantages in this phallic position, hence

r This view, maintained in my Innsbruck Congress paper, was, I think, first put
forward by Karen Horney ('On the Genesis,' etc., oP. cit,, p. 5o), and has been
elaborately devcloped by Melanie Klein" ' The Psycho-Analysis lof Children,' op. cit.^
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its great strength. It is a complete refutation of the feared mother's
attack on her femininity, because it denies its very existence and
therefore all reason for any such attack. And there are also still
more irntional unconscious phantasies. The ambivalence towards
the mother can be dealt with. on the one hand the girl is now armed
with the most powerful v/eapon of attack, and therefore of protec-
tion; Joan Rivierer has called special attention ro this motive. On
the other hand, by the important mechanism of restitution, one to
which Melanie Klein has devoted importanr studies in this connec-
tion, she can compensate for her dangerous wishes to rob the mother
of a penis: she now has a penis to restore to the deprived mother,
a process which plays an extensive part in female homosexuality.
Further, she no longet runs any dsk of being sadistically assaulted
by the man's dangerous penis. Freudz asks whence, if there were
any flight from femininit)2, could it derive its source except from
masiuline strivings. 'V7e have seen that there may be much deeper
sources of emotional energy in the gid than masculine strivings,
though these can often prove a well-disguised outlet for them.

There will, I think, be general agreement on one point at least-
namely, that the girl's desire for a penis is bound up with her hate
of the mother. The two problems are inherently related, but it is
over the nature of this relationship that there is the sharpest division
of opinion. \Whereas Freud holds that the hate is a resentment at
the gid's not being granted a penis of her own, the view presented
here, one which has been well sustained by Melanie Klein,s is that
the hate is essentialTy a rlrvalrry over the father's penis. In the one
view the deutero-phaliic phase is a natural reaction to an unfortunate
anatomical fact, and when it leads to disappointment the girl falls
back on hetero-erotic incest. In the other view the gid develops at

^ 
very eady age hetero-erotic incest, with CEdipus hate of the

mother, and the deutero-phallic phase is an escape from the intoler-
able dangers of that situation; it thus has exactly the same signifi-
cance as the corresponding phenomenon with the boy.

t<***>F

I should like now in summing up to institute a general com-
parison between these problems in boys and girls respectively. S7ith

L 
Joan Riviere, 'Womanlinless as a Masquerade,' International Jourtul of Pgcbo-

Ano/ysit, 1929, vol. *., p. 1ot.
2 Freud, 'Female Sexuality,' op. eit., p. 2g7.
8 Melanie Klein, ' The Psycho-Analysis of Childten,' op. cit., p. z7o.
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both the idca o[  funct i< ln i r tg i r t  thc hctcr , r -crol i t :  t l i rccl i ( )n ; t l ) l ) r ( ) .
pr iatc to thcir  natutc (pcnctr t t ing rv i th l roys,  l rc i r rg pcnctr ; t lc t l  wi th
gids) is abscnt--? rcrrouncccl  - in t l rc t lcutcro-plral l ic  p l r i tsc.  Anr l
with both thcrc is :rn ctlually strong clcnial---? rcpurli i tt iotr -o1-thc

vagina: cvcry cll irrt is nraclc towarcls thc l iction that both scxcs havc
a pcnis. ' I 'hcrc nrust surcly bc a common cxplanation firr this
central fcaturc o[- thc clcutcro-phallic phase in both scxcs, ancl both
the views hcrc discussccl provide one. According to the first, it is
the discovcry o[ thc scx clillcrcncc-with its unwelcome implication;
according tt> thc sccond it is a deep dread of the vagina, derived
from anxicty about tl-rc iclcas of parental coitus associated with it,
a dread which is oftcn rc-activated by seeing the genital organ of
the oppositc scx.

Probably thc ccntral dilTerence between the two views, the one
from which otlrcr clillcrcnces emanate and where therefore our re-
search must bc s1'rccially directed, is over the varying import^nce
attached by diflcrcnt analysts to the eady unconscious phantasy of
the father's pcnis incorporated in the mother. That the phantasy in

question occurs has been well known to analysts for more than
twenty ycars, but-as a result especially of Melanie Klein's notable
researchcs-wc may have to recognise it as a never-failing feature
of infantile life and to learn that the sadism and anxiety surrounding
it play a dominating part in the sexual developrnent of both boys
and gids. This generalisation could profitably be extended to all
the phantasies described by Melanie Klein and other child analysts
in connection with what she has called the 'combined parent'
concept, one which I suggested eadier is closely associated with
Freud's pre-CEdipal stage of development.

Not only is the main characteristic of the deutero-phallic phase-
the suppression of hetero-erotic functioning--€ssentially the same
with boys and girls, but so also is the motive for it. The renunciation
is effected in both cases for the sake of bodily integrity, to save the

sexual organs (external with the boy, internal with the gid). The
gid will not risk having her vagina or v/omb damaged any more
than the boy will his penis. Both sexes have the strongest motives
for denying all ideas of coitus-i.e., of penetration-and they there-
fore keep their minds set on the outside of the body.l

I I am not suggesting that this is the only motive force at work. As Jc.,an Riviere
pointed out in the discussion when this paper was read before the British Society, it
falls into linc with the general tendency towards exteriorisation in the growing child's
search to establish contact with the outer world.

r6*
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In the two sections of this paper I used as a starting-point a pait
of related problems: with boys the fear of castration and the dread
of the vulva, with girls the desire to own a penis and the hate of the
mother. It is now possible to show that the essential narure of these
two apparently unlike pairs is common to both sexes. The common
features are the avoidance of penetration and fear of injury from the
parent of the same sex. The boy fears castration at the hands of his
iather if he penetrates into the vagina; the gid fears mutilation at the
hands of the mother if she allows herself to have apenetnble vagina.
That the danger is often associated, by projection, with the parent
of the opposite sex, in the manner I have described above, is a
secondary manifestation; its real source is hostility towards the ival
parent of the same sex. X[e have in fact the typical CEdipus formula:
incestuous coitus brings with it fear of mutilation by the rival
parent. And this is as true of the girl as of the boy, in spite of the
more extensive homosexual disguise she is compelled to adopt.

To return to the concept of the phatlic phase. If the view here
advanced is valid, then the term proto-phallic I suggestetl eadier
applies to the boy only. It is unnecessary, since it really means
simply genital; it can even be misleading, since it predisposes one to
think of the boy's early genital functions in a purely phaLltc-/.e.,
auto-erotic-sense to the exclusion of the allo-erotism that exists
from the earliest times-in the fust year of life itself. For the girls
the term will be still more misleading in the eyes of those who hold
that the earliest stage of their development is essentially feminine.
As to the sex ignorance said to characterise the proto-phallic phase,
this isno doubt true of consciousness, but there is extensive evidence
to show that it is not true of the unconsciousl and the unconscious
is an important part of the personality.

f now come to what I call the deutero-phallic phase, the one
generally meant when one uses simply the term 'phallic phase.'
View A we have discussed above tends to regard the deutero-phallic
phase as a natural developmeflt, in both sexes, out of a proto-phallic
phase, its direction being much the same in the two. View B lays
more stress on the extent to which the deutero-phallic phase is a
deflection from the eadier one, comprising in important respects
even a reversal of the direction of the latter. This may perhaps be
most sharply exptessed by saying that the preuious beterosexual allo-
erotism of tbe aarfu phate is in tbe deatero-phallic one-in botb sexes-
largefu trantmuted into a substitatiue ltomorcxual auto-erotism. This latter

pbav wosld thut-in both sexes-be rct so uucb d pilre libirlinal rleuelop-
ment aJ a nearntic conprouise helween libido and anxiel1, bctw ccn the
natural libidinal irnpulscs ancl thc wish to avoid mutilation. Strictly
speaking, it is not a ncurosis proper, inasmuch as the libidinal
'gtatifrcation still ()pcn is a conscious one, not unconscious as it is
in neurosis. It is rathcr a sexual aberration and might well be given
the name of the pballic perrcrsion. Itis closely akin to sexual inversion,
manifestly so with gids. This connection is so close that-aLthough
it is not strictly germane to the pu{pose of my paper-I will venture
to apply to the problem of inversion some considerations that arise
from the present theme. It would seem as if inversion is in essence
hostility to the rival parent that has been libidinised by the special
technique of appropriating the dangerous organs of the opposite sex,
organs that have bccn made dangerous by sadistic projection. I7e
saw eadier to what an extent the genital sadism was derived from

the earlie r oral sadism, so it may well be that the oral sadism I

suggested on an eadier occasionl was the specific toot of female
homosexuality is that of male homosexuality also.z

To avoid any possible misunderstanding I would remind you that
the phallic phasc, or phallic perversion, is not to be regarded as a

definitely fixed entity. We should think of it, as of all similar
processes, in dynamic and economic terms. It shows, in other words,
every possibie variation. It varies in different individuals from slight
indications to the most pronounced perversion. And in the same
individual it varies in intensity from one period to another according

to the current changes in stimulation of the undedying agencies.
Nor do I commit myself to the view that the phallic phase is

necessarily pathological, though it obviously may become so

through exaggeration or fixation. It is a deviation from the direct
path of develoPment, and it is a response to anxiety, but nevertheless,

for all we know, research may show that the earliest infantile

anxiety is inevitable and that the phallic defence is the only one

possible at that age. Nothing but further experience in anaiysis at

early ages can answef such questions. Further, the conclusions here

come lo do not deny the biological, psychological and social value

of the homosexual constituent in human nature; there we come back

to our one and only gauge-the degree of free and harmonious
functioning in the mental economy.

1 Op. cit.
s Melanie Klein (op, cit., p. 326) ttaces this to an ' oral-sucking fixation.'
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I will allow myself now to single out the conclusionr which seem
to me to be the most significant.

The first is that the typical (deutero-) phallic phase is a pewersion
subsenringr 2S do all perversions, the function of salvaging some
possibility of libidinal gratification until the time comes-if it ever
sqrnss-'whsn fear of mutilation can be dealt with and the tempo-
rarily fenounced hetero-efotic development be once mofe tesumed.
The inversion that acts as a defence against the fear depends on the
sadism that gave rise to the fear.

Then we would seem to have wanant for recognising mofe than

ever the value of what perhaps has been Freud's greatest discovery

-the CEdipus complex. I can find no feason to doubt that for gids,

no less than for boys, the CEdipus situation, in its reality and phan-

tasy, is the most fateful psychical event in life.
Lastly I think we should do well to remind ourselves of a piece

of wisdom whose soufce is more ancient than Plato: 'In the begin-
ttirg . . . male and female created He them.'

( . l lAl ' ' l ' l r l (  XX\ l l

UAIt t ,Y l ; t ' )MAl, l i  SlrXt lAl ' l ' [ ' \ '  I

Tnrs lccturc is intcnclcd to bc thc l lrst t>f t scrics of cxclt:rtrgc

lectures between Vienna and Lonclon which your Vit 'c-l)rcsit lctrt,

Dr. Federn, has proposed fot a special purPosc. I?or sonlc ycrtrs

now it has been apparent that many analysts in London tlo n()t scc

eye to eye with their colleagues in Vienna on a number of important

topics: among these I might instance the early development of

seiuality, espJcially in the female, the genesis of the suPer-ego-and

its rehtlon io the CEdipus complex, the technique of child analysis

and the concePtion of a death instinct. I use the phrase 
( 

many

analysts' without attempting to enumefate these, but it is evident

that there is some danger of local views becoming unified to such

an extent as to enable people to speak of a Vienna school or London

school as if they represented different tendencies of a possibly

divergent order. This, I am convinced, is in no wise true. The

differences afe of just that kind that go with imperfect contact, which

in the present ."i" 
"r. 

strongly contributed to by geographical and

linguisiic factors. The political and economic disturbances of the

palt few yeafs have not trought London and Vienna neafer to each

bther. M"tty English analysts do not read the Zeitschrift, and still

fewer Vienna analysts read the Journal. And I have not as yet

succeeded in making the interchange of translations befween the

two as free as I could wish. It is true that Germall.'v/ork has much

freer access to the Joarnal than English work has to the Zeitscltrift,

but this one-way ,rr"tto., far from perfect as it is, is not at alI a

satisfactory solution. The fact is that new work and ideas in London

have not yet, in our opinion, been adequately considered in Vienna.

Dr. Feiern has hadthe h^ppy thought of remedying the present

difficulty by ananging a direct personal contact and discussion. In

my opinion also tttit it the most ptomising *3y to proceed. In the

first ilace, I have the impression that nowadays far more psycho-

analysis is learnt through ihe spoken than through the written word.

The habit of reading has certainly declined among analysts in the

1 Read before the Vienna Psycho-Analytical Society, .P'pril 24, 1935. Published

in the ltternationale Zeitscbri.ft far-Pslcltoarcfise,Bd. xxi., and in the International Journal

of pqcho-Anallsis, vol. xvi. 
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